The photovoltaic (PV) systems generate green energy from the sunlight without any pollution or noise. The PV systems are simple, convenient to install, and seldom malfunction. Unfortunately, the energy generated by PV systems depends on climatic conditions, location, and system design. The solar radiation forecasting is important to the smooth operation of PV systems. However, solar radiation detected by a pyranometer sensor is strongly nonlinear and highly unstable. The PV energy generation makes a considerable contribution to the smart grids via a large number of relatively small PV systems. In this paper, a high-precision deep convolutional neural network model (SolarNet) is proposed to facilitate the solar radiation forecasting. The proposed model is verified by experiments. The experimental results demonstrate that SolarNet outperforms other benchmark models in forecasting accuracy as well as in predicting complex time series with a high degree of volatility and irregularity.
Introduction
Recent technological improvements have brought prosperity to the world but also significantly increased global energy use. The dwindling reserves of fossil fuels and fear of global warming have prompted many countries to explore clean, green sources of energy. Presently, solar energy is the fastest-growing green energy alternative due to its convenience, ease of operation, safety, and reliability. The actual capacity far exceeded the initial estimates due to the unexpected growth of photovoltaic (PV) systems in mainland China, reaching 34 GW in 2015 [1] .
Weather conditions that affect sunshine intensity, such as cloudiness and dust, can produce significant fluctuations in the output of PV energy systems. Therefore, geographical differences and variations in the type of solar cells used in different systems fluctuate greatly in energy production. An inability to predict the amount of energy supplied by discrete solar installations can negatively affect the operation of the power grids they supply [2, 3] . Solar radiation is a major factor in influencing photovoltaic system power output. Accurate solar radiance forecasting plays an important role in photovoltaic system power output. Sensitivity to environmental factors is particularly emphasized to improve the forecasting model and raise prediction accuracy. When higher percentages of grid connected power are generated from photovoltaic systems, an effective solar radiation forecasting method becomes essential to ensure the quality and the security of the electrical grid. algorithms can precisely predict solar irradiance. However, the prediction length is only within the future 5-30 min.
Forecasting depends on a reliable dataset; however, solar radiance in nature functions as a seemingly random process, wherein the intensity of the radiation (power per unit area) varies in space and time. Volant et al. (2017) [23] provided an overview of solar radiation forecasting methods based on machine learning. They categorized various forecasting techniques into four classes: (1) classification and data preparation, (2) supervised learning, (3) unsupervised learning, and (4) ensemble learning. The other review papers [26, 27] categorized forecasting techniques in a similar manner.
At present, mainstream research is mainly focused on short-term prediction using short-term solar radiation data. However, with more and more photovoltaic installed capacity connected on-grid, medium-term solar radiation forecasting is required to provide the utility company with a longer preparation time to plan for electrical equipment maintenance. At the same time, photovoltaic power plants also have to carry out regular equipment maintenance. In summary, these are the benefits of medium-term solar radiation forecasting. In addition, as artificial intelligence (AI) technology progresses, AI can have a longer forecast time scale for solar radiation forecasting. Therefore, AI forecasting is also one of the research topic for the future [28, 29] .
In this study, we developed several machine learning models to overcome the difficulties in solar radiation forecasting. A high-precision deep convolutional neural network model, named the SolarNet, was designed for this same purpose. These models are able to determine whether power generation estimates are reasonable for use in the system diagnostics to reduce the downtime, increase the efficiency, and shorten the investment recovery period.
The major contributions of this paper are as follows: (1) a high-precision deep convolutional neural network model is designed to solve the problem of solar radiation forecasting, (2) the performances of several machine learning methods in solar radiation forecasting are compared, and (3) the feasibility of the SolarNet in solar radiation forecasting is demonstrated.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The architecture of the energy management scheme is introduced in Section 2. In Section 3, the concepts of the neural networks are described. The design structure of the proposed SolarNet is introduced in Section 4. The experimental results and their comparison are presented in Section 5. Finally, the conclusions are given in Section 6.
Overview of Energy Management Schemes
Nowadays, the development of the renewable energy technology is an important issue in the world. Due to its clean and inexhaustible characteristics, the growth of the renewable energies over the past decade was rapid. It is noteworthy that PV systems are most prevalent solutions in the renewable energy field [30] . However, power generated by a PV system depends on weather conditions, especially in a solar radiation case. The uncertainties of the weather may cause difficulties in power dispatching. In order to solve this problem, an energy management scheme of a solar radiation forecasting model is presented in this paper.
The architecture of the energy management scheme is illustrated in Figure 1 . In Figure 1 , the solid arrow denotes the power flow, and the dotted arrow denotes the data/control flow. It can be divided into three major parts. The first part on the left side of Figure 1 represents renewable energy generation (e.g., PV plant, wind farm, etc.). The second part represents the energy management system (EMS), which includes the output signal of the front-end prediction model for power dispatching, the battery state of charge (SOC), and the block that limits the energy storage system to the EMS. The second part is mainly composed of EMS and its control signal. If generated energy reaches the limit of the energy storage system, the remaining power can be fed to the grid.
The renewable sources act as a power system input, which the corresponding power system uses to generate the output power. On the other hand, the pyranometer and anemometer sensors detect the time series renewable source data and record it. Furthermore, according to the previous renewable source record, the forecasting model predicts the future solar radiation and wind speed.
These forecasting results are then considered by the energy management system. The energy management system is a crucial part for the operation of the renewable power systems [31] because it handles all the renewable energy generating situations for an important power dispatching process. Therefore, precise forecasting of the future renewable source state is very important and necessary to predicting energy production and power dispatching. It has an important contribution to the power grid stability. However, solar energy forecasting is still a big challenge. The maturity of energy forecasting is presented in Figure 2 [31, 32] , where the horizontal axis denotes the point forecasting (deterministic forecasting), and the vertical axis represents the probabilistic forecasting. The maturities of the related energy techniques-such as solar power forecasting (SPF), long term load forecasting (LTLF), electricity price forecasting (EPF), wind power forecasting (WPF), and short-term load forecasting (STLF)-are shown in Figure 2 [31, 32] . Wind power forecasting occupies the highest position in the presented maturity diagram. Wind power forecasting is similar to weather forecasting, so its forecasting accuracy is as accurate as the one of weather forecasts. Up to now, due to the cloud move uncertainties and immature solar energy forecasting techniques, the difficulty level of SPF is much higher than of other forecasting techniques. However, the investigation of solar energy forecasting will flourish due to the increasing penetration of solar energy over the next decade [33] . In conclusion, the development of the SPF technique is absolutely important and urgent. Therefore, the goal of this study is to develop a high-precision solar forecasting model for the power dispatching process in the energy management system. 
Neural Networks
In this section, several key concepts associated with the neural networks [35, 36] are described, including 1D convolution, pooling layers, and dropout technology.
1D Convolution
The convolutional neural network (CNN) is a powerful tool widely used in image classification. The CNNs use weight sharing, so they require fewer parameters than the conventional multilayer perceptron (MLP) networks, which makes CNNs converge far faster than the conventional neural network models. An example of calculations involved in a 1D convolution operation is presented in Figure 3 . In this example, the kernel size is 3, which means that the weights (w 1 , w 2 , w 3 ) are shared by every stride of the input layer (i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i 6 ), and the output values are c 1 , c 2 , . . . , and c 6 .
The input values in the kernel window are multiplied by the weights (w 1 , w 2 , w 3 ). These values are then summarized and used as the feature map values. In the presented example, the feature c 3 is obtained by 
Pooling Layer
The pooling layer is crucial to the CNN. Pooling methods can be regarded as down-sampling operations aimed at reducing the number of parameters while retaining the most important features in order to speed up the next calculation step. The pooling operation is also meant to overcome the overfitting problem. Although numerous pooling methods can be used in CNNs, max pooling is the most common approach. The 1D max pooling operation is illustrated in Figure 4 . The length of the feature map before pooling is 6, and the pooling size is 2. Therefore, the output value is reduced to 3, and the max values are selected as feature values for the next layer. 
Dropout Technology
The serious overfitting problem during training can be mostly overcome using dropout technology [37] . Figure 5 presents two multilayered feedforward networks, i.e., a standard neural network (on the left) and a dropout neural network (on the right). The circles in Figure 5 denote the neurons, and the overlapping lines represent the weights. The bottom neurons denote the input layer, and the top neurons denote the output layer. All the input information is fed to the input layer and passed through the hidden layer (the middle neurons) to the output layer. The training of a neural network is performed by the backpropagation algorithm. During the training, the weights are tuned, and the neural network model is fitted according to the training data. The structure of the dropout neural network is almost the same.
The dropout neural network also consists of the input layer, hidden layer, and output layer. The dropout method involves the random selection of neurons and disabling of selected neurons during training such that the output values of randomly disabled neurons are zero. As shown on the right side of Figure 5 , there are three disabled neurons in the first layer and two disabled neurons in the second layer, whose output values are temporarily set to zero. As indicated by the gray circles and dotted lines in Figure 5 , the connections from disabled neurons are also temporarily removed. Even though some neurons are temporarily disabled, the neural network can still work well. Based on the simple random selection method of the "dead neurons," the overfitting problem can be solved effectively [37] . 
Proposed SolarNet Structure
The proposed CNN-based SolarNet model is presented in Figure 6 . The input data consist of solar radiation values over the previous 14 days, whereas the output values are the forecasting results over the next 14 days. The SolarNet includes three 1D convolution layers (Conv1, Conv2, and Conv3) and three pooling layers (Pool1, Pool2, and Pool3). The conventional activation function is a sigmoidal function defined by (1) . However, the rectified linear unit (ReLU) is employed here as an activation function of the convolution and output layers to reduce the chance of gradient vanishing. The ReLU function is described by (2) .
ReLU(x) = max(0, x) (2) Figure 6 . The structure of the proposed SolarNet model.
The number of filters in Conv1, Conv2, and Conv3 is 16, 32, and 64, respectively, which means that the "thickness" of Conv1, Conv2, and Conv3 is 16, 32, and 64, respectively. We set the kernel sizes of Conv1, Conv2, and Conv3 to 9, 5, and 5, respectively. The pooling size of each pooling layer is 2, and the "length" of the feature map is reduced by pooling operations. After processing using three convolution layers and three pooling layers, the feature map of Pool3 is flattened into a 1D feature map denoting the final feature extraction result. The last layer of the SolarNet model is fully connected. To prevent overfitting during training, we apply the dropout technique to the flatten layer with the dropout rate of 0.15. During the training process, the order of the training data is shuffled between each epoch, and the batch size is set to 32. The final output is the forecasting results for the next 14 days.
The architecture of the solar radiation forecasting system including three types of processes is illustrated in Figure 7 . The black arrows in Figure 7 indicate data processing, the red arrows indicate the training processes, and the blue arrows indicate the testing processes. First of all, the solar radiation data are preprocessed (i.e., scaled to [0, 1]) and then split into the training dataset and testing dataset. Training data are used for training of the SolarNet model which represents the weights updated using the backpropagation algorithm. After training, the testing data is fed to the SolarNet to obtain forecasting results. The forecasting performance of the proposed system is determined by comparing these forecasting results with the ground truth of testing data. The input data of the proposed CNN model are the information on solar radiation over previous 14 days, and the output data of the model are the information on solar radiation over the next 14 days. As shown in Figure 7 , the data are separated into training data and testing data. The training data are used for model training, and the testing data are utilized for the evaluation of the model performance. The training data includes a large number of training pairs consisting of input data and the corresponding output data. Hence, every pair has information on solar radiation over a period of 28 days, where the first 14 days are used as a CNN model input, and the next 14 days are used to define the desired output. As already mentioned, the training pairs are used to train the CNN model to fit the given input and output data by adjusting the weights' values. After the training process, the model can predict the solar radiation level over the next 14 days. Also, after the training process, if the training data are fed to the model, the model gives the forecasting result with almost zero error. However, solar radiation in the practice is unknown and can differ from the training data. Therefore, the testing data, which has not been included in the model training, are used to evaluate model performance, i.e., the generalization ability. The structure of the testing data is the same as that of the training data. Namely, the testing data also consists of data pairs where every pair has the information on the solar radiation levels over 28 days. The data over the first 14 days are used as input data and the data over the last 14 days are used as output data. The forecasting result is compared to the ground truth data (i.e., the solar radiation in the next 14 days) to evaluate model performance.
Experimental Results
In this section, the test results are described in detail. The test results also include the comparison of the SolarNet performance with the performances of a Support Vector Machine (SVM) [38] , Random Forest (RF) [39] , Decision Tree (DT) [40] , Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) [41] , and Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) networks [42] .
Data Description
The data contained samples of solar radiance. These samples define the resolution of the radiometer, which determines the predictability of the dataset. The solar radiation data were collected by computer monitoring system of the PV sites in Tainan. We employed a radiometer (ISO 9060 Class 2) to capture at least one data record per minute and A/D signal converter to enable network storage to the gateway. The data were sent on a daily basis via the Internet using the Internet File Transfer Protocol (FTP) protocol from the network gateway to the back-end servers. The solar radiation dataset for Tainan (Taiwan) in 2015 is presented in Figure 8 . As shown in Figure 8 , the weather characteristic in Tainan (i.e., high uncertainty of the solar radiation) may still influence the forecasting results. 
Comparison Results
To obtain better insight into the proposed model performance, we compared its performances with the performances of commonly used forecasting models. The mean absolute error (MAE) was used to evaluate and compare the performances of SVM, random forest, decision tree, MLP, LSTM, and the proposed SolarNet model. The value of MAE was calculated using Equation (3), where y n denotes the measured value,ŷ n denotes the estimated value, and N denotes the number of samples.
The PV system instability impacts on the access to the grid, so it needs to predict PV power output on the grid. Also, under the influence of many factors such as weather, clouds, humidity, and season, the PV system shows very complicated nonlinear characteristics and it is difficult to predict solar radiation intensity accurately. Moreover, the longer the forecast period is, the greater the forecast error will be. The amount of solar radiation has the greatest impact on the PV system. Therefore, this paper presents a medium-term forecasting method commonly used in deep learning and analyzes the theoretical basis and characteristics of different prediction methods.
The results are presented in Figures 9-14 , wherein it can be seen that the proposed forecasting model can deal with the nonlinear problems well and provides much better results in solar radiation forecasting than the other tested methods. The training data covered a period of four months, and the testing data covered a period of two months. We conducted 11 tests to obtain a comprehensive evaluation of the performances of all tested methods. In the first test, the training data includes the solar radiation data in the first four months, and the testing data covers the solar radiation data in the fifth and sixth months. With respect to the second test, the selected range of training and testing data are all shifted forward by half a month from the range of the first test. The rest of the data is shifted along the same line of reasoning. Furthermore, the solar radiation dataset included data obtained over the period of one year (2015). According to the climate characteristics of Taiwan, there are generally four distinct seasons in Taiwan. Therefore, based on different seasonal conditions, the measured data from one year can almost cover all the possible scenarios regarding solar radiation fluctuations. In this experiment, all the training data and testing data are obtained from actual numbers, and there are no simulated data included in the tests.
The comparison of the machine learning algorithms regarding the MAE values is presented numerically in Table 1 . Every method was subjected to every test using the testing data covering a period of two months. As shown in Table 1 , the SolarNet outperformed all other algorithms in tests 2, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, and 11, and it obtained the lowest average MAE value. The test results show that the random forest and LSTM methods achieved good results. However, even they failed to reach the performance of the SolarNet. As already mentioned, the solar radiation over the past 336 h (24 h × 14 days) was used as an input of the forecasting model, and the predicted solar radiation over the next 336 h (24 h × 14 days) was an output of the forecasting model. The SolarNet achieved the lowest MAE (average of 112.264) and the best goodness of error among all models. The decision tree (DT) model achieved the highest MAE with an average error of 143.2721. Based on the average MAE values, the forecasting accuracy in descending order was as follows: SolarNet, RF, LSTM, MLP, SVM, and DT. The concept of random forest (RF) is to use many DTs to decide the regression results. The RF is also one of the model ensemble methods. The results show that the model based on the ensemble method is effective in solar radiation forecasting. On the other hand, the LSTM represents one of the recurrent neural network models, and it considers the time sequence relationship of the input data. The LSTM achieved an acceptable result in the tests, showing that the recurrent neural network model can handle solar radiation forecasting. However, the MAE values of MLP, SVM, and DT are higher than those of SolarNet, RF, and LSTM. Consequently, it can be concluded that these three traditional machine learning methods (MLP, SVM, and DT) still cannot handle the complex time series forecasting with a high degree of volatility and irregularity.
The graphical comparison of forecasting results is presented in Figure 15 , where the blue rectangle shows the forecasting results in the peak area. The forecasting result of the decision tree is denoted by a red curve. As seen in Figure 15 , the difference between the ground truth and the decision tree forecasting result is very large, which shows that a decision tree is not capable of handling the solar forecasting. Even though the SVM and random forest provided better results, the forecasting results in the peak areas are still unsatisfactory. On the other hand, the MLP, LSTM, and the proposed SolarNet provided good performances. Namely, the trend of solar radiation was comprehensively learned and forecasted by these three models.
The green rectangle in Figure 15 shows the forecasting results in the bottom area. In this case, the forecasting results of the decision tree and random forest are still not good enough. Compared to the other models, the forecasting error of the decision tree and random forest is too large, which may cause the misjudgments during power dispatching. However, the pink curve, which denotes the forecasting result of the SolarNet, is very fitting to the ground truth. The results show that the proposed SolarNet has the ability to provide good forecasting performance, and the MAE of SolarNet is the smallest one. Therefore, the feasibility of the proposed SolarNet model for an energy management system is verified. 
Conclusions
This paper presents a high-precision deep convolutional neural network model, called the SolarNet, intended for solar radiation forecasting. The developed model uses the latest deep learning technology to solve the important solar forecasting problem and improve the prediction accuracy. The SolarNet uses the data over the previous 14 days collected from a pyranometer sensor to forecast the solar radiation over the next 14 days with a very low MAE. The performance of the SolarNet in solar radiation forecasting was validated and compared with the performances of SVM, RF, DT, MLP, and LSTM. The SolarNet achieved good results in tests and demonstrated that it is feasible for highly-accurate forecasting. The comparison results verified that, in medium-term forecasting, the SolarNet forecasting model has good generalizability and robustness in providing high accuracy. This study not only validates that the CNN model is effective and practical but also creates a new research direction in the forecasting field.
